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Executive Summary 
 

Measuring the 

added value of a 

responsible 

investment  

 

 
 

Straightforward 

indicators  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Practical and 

clear 

Asset owners and asset management companies with responsible investment 

policies are starting to communicate in regular or special reports about their 

practices and results. The aim is to evaluate the added value of an investment 

approach incorporating Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria. 

In practice, however, it is hard to explain the results of management processes 

by relying on companies’ in-house ESG ratings. 

Institutional clients are beginning to express a need for simple ESG indicators 

for two purposes. First, when they delegate management to more than one 

firm, they need standard indicators to track and compare their portfolios. 

Second, they and the asset management firms need indicators to support their 

responsible investment approach, both internally to their board of directors or 

senior executives, and externally to their beneficiaries and, more broadly, their 

stakeholders. Even as assets under management continue to grow, Socially 

Responsible Investing (SRI) is not exempt from criticism, and managers are 

starting to have to account for their investment decisions. However, ESG 

ratings that aggregate hundreds of criteria do not offer simple indicators. 

To respond to this demand, some institutional investors have adopted ESG 

performance indicators intended to be practical and clear. For example, 

Australian superannuation fund VicSuper initiated this type of approach five 

years ago to measure and monitor the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

induced by its investments. French not-for-profit organisation Préfon 

pioneered a set of seven ESG indicators, developed with the asset managers it 

works with. 

As for asset management firms active in the SRI market, fewer than ten publish 

ESG indicators. Some are encouraged to do so by the possibility of receiving 

the “ESG Indicators” award associated with the Novethic SRI Label launched in 

2009. 

The most commonly published indicators are volume of GHG emissions for the 

environmental dimension and workforce size for the social dimension. 

Indicators for the corporate governance dimension are less common and more 

diverse. They include the number of women on boards of directors, the 

independence of directors, and executive pay. 
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Looking for 

reliable, 

standard ESG 

data  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Definition of ESG 

performance 

indicators  

To construct indicators that reflect the ESG impacts of portfolios, all 

participants have the same difficulty obtaining reliable, standard ESG data 

about the invested companies. Even for indicators that at first glance appear 

simple because they are available for most major companies, such as GHG 

emissions or number of employees, the task is complex. Almost all investors 

use the services of external providers, but the availability of these indicators in 

their databases is often insufficient. To overcome this deficit, some agencies, 

such as UK firm Trucost, have developed modelling systems to calculate the 

missing data. Asset management firms also reprocess the data they obtain, in 

particular to take the whole product life cycle into account. However, one 

obstacle that seems hard to surmount is the time lag between the 

measurement of ESG data by the companies, their publication and finally their 

use by asset managers, a process that can take two years. 

This problem of data availability and reliability affects which indicators are 

published. Some practitioners even find it so acute that they are unable to 

publish any ESG indicators. Consequently, most investors and asset managers 

focus on indicators for which the data are considered sufficiently mature, such 

as GHG emissions. 

Aside from the issue of the data used, there is no consensus on the definition 

of what an indicator of a fund’s ESG performance. SRI fund reports often list 

commitments made by companies, such as having signed the Global Compact, 

alongside measurements of the results of their operations, such as the volume 

of their GHG emissions. Furthermore, indicators are constructed on the basis 

of “raw” data, which should be distinguished from ESG ratings that provide a 

relative evaluation, such as the “green rating” developed by the French 

Internet bank Cortal Consors. This is a score of one to five planets for the 

carbon emissions of the portfolio companies relative to the average in their 

business sectors. 

Novethic defines an ESG indicator as a measurement of the real impact 

of portfolio companies on the environment and on stakeholders 

proportional to the investment. It is a quantitative measure, in a tangible 

unit (tonnes of GHG, number of jobs created, etc.), conducted ex-post on 

the basis of data published by companies or estimated when no data are 

available. 
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Impossible to 

compare funds 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

ESG impacts 

induced by an 

investment  

 
 
 

 

 

Indicators not a 

management 

tool for funds 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fund allocation 

 
 
 
 

A close examination of published reports reveals two major limitations. First, it 

is easy to see that SRI funds outperform most of their benchmarks indices. 

However, it is impossible to compare SRI funds with each other or to assess the 

quality of their SRI management, not only because of the diversity of the data 

taken into account by different asset management firms, but also because of 

the diversity of methodologies used to aggregate fund data to the benchmark. 

BNP Paribas Asset Management and La Banque Postale Asset Management use 

a calculation method that isolates the effect of their best-in-class selection 

from the sector allocation. To measure the ESG impact of the benchmark, they 

recalculate the composition of the index by duplicating the sector breakdown 

of the fund. 

Second, while SRI funds can be compared with a non-SRI investment universe 

and thus demonstrate the validity of the relative performance approach, the 

methods used do not show the ESG impacts of a given investment, i.e. 

absolute performance. Indeed, most indicators are a weighted average based 

on the percentage of each company in the portfolio. They fail to take an 

investor’s percentage of the capital of a company into account. This calculation 

method does not answer the question: for every euro invested, what volume 

of CO2 emissions is the investor “responsible” for? 

While adopting a standard calculation method would resolve some of these 

difficulties, two factors probably explain asset managers’ reluctance to publish 

this type of indicator. 

The first disincentive is that the funds cannot use these indicators as a 

management tool. For example, best-in-class SRI funds, very common in 

France, are managed on the basis of multiple ESG criteria that cover a broad 

spectrum of the sustainable development policies implemented by companies. 

GHG emissions, for example, make up only a small percentage of the ESG 

rating, especially in some business sectors where this factor is considered less 

important. Best-in-class SRI managers would therefore risk reporting an under-

performance on this criterion. 

The second issue is the allocation of the funds. Indeed, since the ESG impacts 

of a company are strongly influenced by the nature of its business, a fund's ESG 

performance is also strongly influenced by its ability to invest in sectors with 

the least negative, or even positive, impacts. That is particularly relevant in the 

case of GHG emissions, the volume of which in a fund is highly dependent on 

whether the allocation is to “carbon-intensive” sectors, such as  
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Financing the 

energy 

transition  

 

 
 

Impact investing 
 

mining, oil and gas, or utilities. However, the best-in-class approach seeks to 

avoid sector bias on non-financial considerations and to maintain a sector 

allocation similar to that of the major market indices, intended to be 

representative of the current economy. 

Whether investors are seeking to prevent or manage non-financial risk or to 

contribute to climate change mitigation, the issue of asset allocation is starting 

to interest financial market participants. 2° Investing Initiative, a think-tank set 

up this year, aims to encourage market participants to help finance the energy 

transition. To do so, 2° Investing Initiative is looking to develop a measurement 

of the “climate performance” of an investment. 

Last, approaches such as impact investing set themselves the target of 

generating a positive impact. Impact investments are starting to be identified 

as a form of investment in their own right and are defined as investments 

made with the intention of generating a measurable positive social and 

environmental impact alongside a financial return. 

With a view to comparisons, major institutions such as the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) and the International Finance Corporation (World Bank 

Group) are working on the development of ESG indicators to demonstrate the 

social benefits of their investments. 

 

Obtaining reliable ESG data and reaching a methodological consensus on 

constructing ESG performance indicators for funds are essential to confirm 

the legitimacy of responsible investment approaches and to evaluate the 

benefits of non-financial analysis. ESG indicators could become real tool for 

monitoring the added value generated by ESG. 
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Introduction 

To track trends in their portfolios, investors can access stable financial indicators enabling them to 

compare the performance of their managers with their peers or with reputed market indices. 

Investors can also rely on a regulatory framework that requires issuers of shares, bonds and other 

securities to disclosure regular financial information that is standardised and therefore comparable 

internationally. 

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors are increasingly being included in the 

investment policies of institutional investors and asset management firms that want to contribute to 

sustainable development, manage their long-term risk or protect their reputations. To make ESG 

approaches clearer, the issue of performance in terms of non-financial factors emerged in asset 

management over a decade ago. The first angle of the discussion was financial. Many academic and 

industry studies have looked at how incorporating ESG issues into fund management could impact on 

yield, risk and volatility.  

From the non-financial perspective, the promoters of responsible investing first developed 

sophisticated processes rather than measuring the visible impact of responsible management 

processes. Swiss asset management firm Pictet AM stressed this “SRI performance paradox” in a 

study published in 2008.1 Pictet AM was one of the first operators to take an interest in the non-

financial performance of portfolios. Through “straight-forward proxies", such as GHG emissions and 

job creation, Pictet AM sought to show that an SRI fund could offer investors “measurable 

environmental and social added value”. With the same aim, an “ESG Indicators” award was created 

as soon as the Novethic SRI Label was launched in 2009, to encourage management firms to 

communicate about the non-financial added value of their SRI funds through tangible indicators. 

Four years later, however, there is still no precise definition shared by responsible investors about 

funds’ non-financial performance, despite the growing need to legitimise the inclusion of ESG criteria 

in asset management. Internally, the substantial resources allocated to non-financial research need 

to be justified. Measurement of non-financial performance can also convince clients of the benefits 

of responsible investment strategies. 

This study reviews the measurement of funds’ non-financial performance, then examines the way 

indicators are chosen and calculated, and lastly looks at their purpose in the light of the 

methodological choices made. 

The indicators analysed in this study only concern funds invested in listed equity or corporate bonds. 

Although the issue of non-financial performance is also relevant to funds invested in other types of 

issuers (such as national and local governments), these types of initiative are still rare. 

                                                           
1
 The SRI performance paradox: how to gauge and measure the non-financial performance of Socially Responsible Investment, Pictet & Cie, 

May 2008. 
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I. 

Measuring the added value of responsible 

investment  

Seeking a way to measure ESG factors 
The inclusion of non-financial criteria into financial management was first reflected in more or less 

formal commitments by operators from the various links in the investment chain, but now calls for a 

measurement of the efficiency of such approaches. This therefore raises the issue of funds’ non-

financial performance, in particular when the funds are associated with clearly defined ESG targets 

and processes. 

However, to date there is no standard international regulatory framework that requires issuers to 

disclose information about their ESG impacts and potential risks. To measure the non-financial 

performance of investments, the first task is therefore to obtain reliable, comparable ESG data from 

the invested companies. Aware of the importance of this issue, investors have formed associations to 

encourage firms to publish such data. 

 The example of exposure to climate risk 

Investors pay particular attention to some issues considered tobe “material”, i.e. to have a tangible 

impact on issuers. For example, investors are keen to evaluate the exposure of their portfolios to 

climate change, by relying on tangible indicators such as volumes of GHG emitted by the invested 

companies. They then face several technical problems, relating to the availability of data about the 

issuers as well as the scope or methodology used to quantify emissions. 

Several investor associations have been formed to push for more visibility. These associations reflect 

investors’ wish to manage their climate change risks by encouraging companies to measure their 

impacts, to publish reliable, comparable information about their GHG emissions, and to incorporate 

reduction targets into their strategies. 

Based on this principle, the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) was launched in 2000. This international 

initiative, which now has more than 600 member investors, asks companies to measure their carbon 

emissions. Every year, the CDP publishes the result of a survey conducted in around 30 countries, and 

the number of respondents increases. More than ten years after it was launched, the CDP can be 

congratulated for having pushed the issue to firms, including in some countries where they were 

reticent, such as Switzerland and Russia. 

It is now a useful information tool, with one limitation however: very few of the investors who have 

signed the initiative explain how they use the CDP data in their management. Furthermore, because 

it is a voluntary initiative, the data obtained vary in precision and scope, which reduces the possibility 

of comparing the climate impact of companies from the same sector. 

However, the process has been extended to several related environmental issues. Since 2009, 

companies have also been encouraged to measure the risks associated with their water consumption 

(CDP Water Disclosure), the emissions from their supply chain (CDP Supply Chain) and their 
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deforestation impact (Forest Footprint Disclosure). In addition, three regional investor organisations 

have existed for about ten years: the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) in 

Europe, the Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR) in North America, and the Investor Group on 

Climate Change (IGCC) in Australia and New Zealand. These forums encourage companies to improve 

their climate change practices and reporting. In 2008, they jointly published Institutionnal Investor’s 

Expectations of Companies sector reports (for the automotive, oil and gas, and electric utility 

sectors), to clarify their reporting expectations. Given companies’ lack of enthusiasm about using 

them, a new simplified framework was published in 2012. 

These initiatives now enjoy the support of many investors, but they still need to be supported by 

intensive shareholder engagement policies in order to achieve results and the production of 

consolidated quantitative reports. 

Monitoring the ESG quality of portfolios 
As well as seeking ESG information about companies, investors are gradually improving their non-

financial reporting models. 

 Use of multi-criteria ratings 

Thanks to the rapid increase in specialised rating agencies, the non-financial rating of issuers has 

expanded over the past 15 years and 

now covers the main investment 

universes (such as the EURO STOXX, 

MSCI, FTSE, CAC). It is now possible 

for investors and asset management 

firms to aggregate the ESG ratings 

from agencies or their own in-house 

ratings at the level of their funds in 

order to determine the ESG rating of 

a particular portfolio. This type of 

rating is performed either for SRI 

funds so that managers can 

emphasise ESG performance in their 

reports, or for investors who wish to 

evaluate the ESG performance of 

their portfolios at specific times. 

These aggregate ratings can then be 

broken down into environment, 

social or governance dimensions and 

have the advantage of enabling 

comparisons of a fund’s non-financial 

ratings with those of its benchmark 

index. 

 

Extract from Axa Euro Valeurs Responsables report  
of 28 September 2012 

Value-weighted ESG scores  

for AXA Euro Valeurs Responsables vs. 

benchmark (Euro Stoxx) 

Sources: AXA IM, MSCI ESG Research 2012, Vigeo 2012, GMI 2012 

Score 
Environment 

Score Social Score 
Governance 

Score ESG 
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 A need for comparable non-financial reporting 

However, these ratings are hard to understand for unspecialised readers, because they are based on 

analyses that aggregate numerous qualitative criteria (policy implementation, employee training, 

etc.) and quantitative criteria (employee training rate, frequency of workplace accidents, etc.), which 

are then weighted among themselves. It is hard for the recipient of such ratings to understand easily 

what an ESG rating of 46/100 means for a given fund, or indeed what an AA+ for the environment 

dimension means. 

In its 2011 annual report, the Fonds de Réserve pour les Retraites (FRR), France’s reserve pension 

fund, which allocated SRI mandates as early as 2006, regretted that “the non-financial quality of the 

portfolios managed is still hard to measure accurately. The results of measurements of this quality 

are highly dependent on the chosen framework of reference, for example the ratings provided by 

different non-financial rating agencies, which can vary on a given theme.” 

Reaching a similar conclusion, the Établissement de la Retraite Additionnelle de la Fonction Publique 

(ERAFP), France’s supplementary public-sector pension fund, chose to monitor the ESG impacts of its 

SRI portfolios internally, using a single ratings system. The ERAFP commissions the non-financial 

ratings agency Vigeo to aggregate the ESG performance of its various delegated management 

mandates. This gives the pension fund a standard view of the ESG rating of its portfolios and enables 

it to question asset management firms when their reports diverge. 

Another way to get around that obstacle and achieve a standard reporting system on portfolios is to 

publish ESG indicators based not on the overall ratings of asset management firms or rating agencies 

but on the “real” data of each company. 

 Tools for communicating with stakeholders  

ESG indicators can not only meet the need to compare different delegated management mandates 

but can also facilitate communication about the results of a responsible investment policy. 

Two French institutional investors that recently established a responsible investment strategy soon 

set forth reporting expectations including ESG indicators. 

In 2012, at the request of its board of directors, the not-for-profit public-sector retirement 

organisation Préfon developed tangible ESG indicators for the funds offered to its members. 

According to Christian Carrega, CEO of Préfon, the indicators respond to several aims. The first is to 

go beyond ESG ratings that sometimes look like “black boxes” to novices and whose methodology is 

unique to each management firm. These practical, binding indicators should be “tangible” for the 

board of directors and members. Last, they can be used to compare different managers on the basis 

of standard data. 

After a tender to award SRI management mandates in 2012, Ircantec, a French supplementary 

pension fund for non-permanent public-sector employees, now specifies its non-financial reporting 

expectations to managers. They are asked to explain in the annual non-financial reports of mutual 

funds how the ESG impact of the portfolios can be managed, in particular their social added value 

(job creation, etc.), environmental added value (CO2 emissions, etc.) and governance added value 

relative to their benchmark index. That measurement aims to make the contribution of SRI clearer to 

its board of directors. 
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Retail banking networks also need to find a communications tool to evidence the “sustainable” 

nature of the financial products for their non-specialist retail customers. Simple measurement 

indicators of common issues such as jobs and pollution respond better to the needs of bank sales 

staff than complex SRI processes. BNP Paribas AM says these indicators are clearer for retail investors 

and enable banking networks to communicate more easily about the benefits of SRI funds. 

Cortal Consors, the online investment arm of BNP Paribas, developed a “green rating” in 2009 for the 

475 funds marketed on its website, both SRI and non-SRI. In 2012 a “jobs rating” was added. The 

website’s declared aim is to help customers “understand and measure the social and environmental 

impact of their investments”. According to a survey of its customers in 2010, Cortal Consors found 

that “37% of our customers said the environment was an important factor in their investment 

choices”. 

 

 

Cortal Consors uses a best-in-class methodology comparing companies’ carbon emissions and 

workforce change with the sector average. Using data provided by Trucost and Factset, the funds are 

rated from 1 to 5, with 5 being the score given to funds invested in the companies with the lowest 

GHG emissions and that create the most jobs in their sectors. 

An issue of legitimacy for responsible investment strategies 

 An issue already apprehended by other financial operators  

The initiatives that promote the measurement of non-financial performance mainly focus on the 

environmental dimension. On the social front, there is no significant collaborative approach designed 

to improve companies’ social reporting or its inclusion by investors. Yet, the issue of employment in 

particular has strong political and social resonance. Social finance and private equity operators are 

already communicating about their social impact in terms of number of jobs created. Responsible 

investors have yet to follow suit in large numbers. 

In France, social finance was designed primarily to facilitate workforce integration. To demonstrate 

its social impact in a tangible way, since 2003 Finansol, a not-for-profit organisation that promotes 

Scale of Cortal Consors’ “green rating” (www.cortalconsors.fr) 

CO2 emissions Planets 
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the development of social finance, has published in its annual statistics the number of jobs created 

by the social enterprises invested by social finance funds. 

Meanwhile private equity, often criticised for large-scale restructuring related to Leveraged Buy Outs 

(LBOs), responds with job creation figures. The industry, represented in France by the Association 

Française des Investisseurs pour la Croissance (AFIC), in partnership with Ernst & Young, published 

growth figures at end-2012 for the 5,405 enterprises supported by French private equity actors. In 

terms of employment, the press release stated, “the 2,760 enterprises supported by private equity in 

France for which workforce data are available, created more than 76,000 new jobs in 2011, with a 

total workforce of more than two million (French and international) employees at 31 December 

2011.” 

 Credibility of SRI funds at stake  

The SRI market has seen remarkable growth in assets under management in recent years. Although 

SRI funds remain practically unknown to the general public, their visibility in the media has increased, 

and institutional investors are showing growing interest in them. Some stakeholders are interested in 

the impact of SRI and the results it can offer, especially as this market is characterised by a variety of 

management processes. By taking the way companies respond to ESG issues into account, SRI funds 

have a “responsible” positioning. After about 10 years on the market, they now face demand for 

measurement of their environmental or social benefits, in line with the increasing international 

demand for the financial sector to account for its practices. 

Trucost, an agency specialised in environmental data, published a study of the carbon emissions of 

almost 200 UK-based SRI and non-SRI funds in 2007.2 While the study did show that the three funds 

with the lowest CO2 emissions were SRI funds, one-quarter of the SRI funds analysed were more 

carbon-intensive than the benchmark. 

That mixed finding converges with the results of Cortal Consors’ green rating, which reveals that SRI 

funds are not always the best rated, with some receiving only one planet, the lowest score for CO2 

emissions. 

 

                                                           
2
The Trucost Carbon Footprint Ranking of UK Investment Funds, 2007, www.trucost.com 

http://www.trucost.com/
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II. 

Publication of ESG indicators 

Emerging initiatives by asset owners 
At global level, few investors publish non-financial performance indicators for their investments. 

Although many investors have signed up to the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), this has 

not led to an increase in evaluation of funds’ non-financial performance, at least not yet. 

Some asset owners have taken the plunge, however. One example is Australian superannuation fund 

VicSuper, which recognises that “the climate change impact of our investments far outweighs that of 

our operations”. As part of its climate change risk management policy, for the past five years 

VicSuper has evaluated and published the carbon footprint of the listed companies in which it invests 

through its various funds, internally or via delegated management. Trucost’s evaluation takes both 

direct and indirect emissions into account. The chart below shows, for each fund, the number of 

tonnes of carbon-dioxide equivalent per million dollars of turnover.  

 

 VicSuper funds carbon footprint3 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
3
 http://www.vicsuper.com.au/www/html/2183-vicsuper-fund-carbon-footprint.asp 

http://www.vicsuper.com.au/www/html/2183-vicsuper-fund-carbon-footprint.asp
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Préfon’s seven ESG indicators  
For management of listed equity and corporate bonds  

 Balance of powers and efficiency of the board of directors (Vigeo’s composite index)  

 Percentage of women on companies’ boards of directors 

 Number of hours of training per year per employee  

 Percentage of women in management positions  

 GHG emissions relative to revenues and as an absolute value (only for municipal services) 

 Percentage of small caps / mid caps / large caps in the portfolio 

 Percentage of companies that have not signed the United Nations Global Compact  

In France, Préfon recently defined indicators jointly with the four asset management firms it works 

with. Seven indicators were selected for investments in listed equity and corporate bonds (see inset). 

Bloomberg is the main data provider. For the pension fund, the next step will be to implement a 

reporting model common to the various managers. 

 

Common issues for SRI funds  
Currently, ESG indicators are mainly published by French asset management companies. Several 

were encouraged by the possibility of obtaining the “ESG Indicators” award associated with the 

Novethic SRI Label introduced in 2009. 

Novethic has identified seven management firms that publish ESG indicators for their SRI funds, 

which is only 13% of asset management firms registered as active in SRI in France. Twenty-four SRI 

funds are concerned, which is fewer than 10% of the SRI funds distributed in France.  

By setting up ESG performance indicators for their SRI funds, management firms wish to show the 

environmental, social and governance performance of the funds in a way that is tangible and 

comprehensible for all their clients. To do that, an indicator must show the cross-sector performance 

of a fund, beyond issuers’ specific sector issues. 

Two indicators seem to meet that aim, judging by the number of asset management firms that 

publish them: an environmental indicator with the measurement of GHG emissions and more 

recently a social indicator with job creation.  

 GHG emissions 

Management firms concentrate on the aggregated GHG emissions for their portfolio. While an 

indicator measuring GHG emissions, in carbon dioxide equivalent, is clear for the environmental 

dimension, other indicators are also of interest. French asset management firm La Financière 

Responsable, for example, calculates the energy consumption of the companies in the portfolio, 
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while Pictet AM measures water consumption and volumes of materials used. Those are the only 

other environmental indicators published, however.  

 Workforce change 

Five asset management companies out of seven publish a measurement of the change in workforce 

size. Whether it is called “net job creation” (Allianz GI), “impact on employment” (Macif Gestion), 

“workforce change” (La Banque Postale AM), “workforce trend” (BNP Paribas AM), or “average 

growth in workforce per company” (La Financière Responsable), this indicator attempts to measure 

the same datum: the change in the number of a company’s employees. This indicator seeks to show 

fund performance in terms of job creation. 

However, workforce change is an inadequate indicator if we consider companies’ social performance. 

The number of jobs created cannot be appreciated without considering the economic situation of the 

company and the sector. Therefore, a comparison of a fund’s performance relative to its benchmark 

index can be used to describe the economic environment and to justify a negative workforce change. 

Furthermore, specifying the geographical location of the jobs created and destroyed would be a 

better response to current debates about corporate relocations, but the data needed to calculate 

that kind of indicator are not available. 

Last, other social indicators are published to reflect employees’ working conditions. La Financière 

Responsable and Pictet AM look at employee turnover, the percentage of women in management 

positions, and health and safety (see Table p.17). 

 Governance 

In contrast to the environmental and social dimensions, governance indicators are more varied. BNP 

Paribas AM has set up an indicator of the independence of directors on boards, while La Financière 

Responsable measures the number of companies that split the chairman and CEO roles, two 

traditional issues in the analysis of an issuer’s governance. AGICAM provides the number of women 

that sit on boards of directors and thus reflects the current demand for greater representation of 

women on company boards. It is worth noting that three indicators are related to executive pay: 

remuneration subject to ESG performance criteria (AGICAM), a “say on pay” and the publication of 

the amount of executive remuneration (Pictet AM). The issue of executive pay, the subject of heated 

debates for the past several years, is probably considered less technical than the issue of 

independence of directors.  
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List of ESG indicators published by asset managers 

The classification is that used by the management companies. 

Environment 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Governance 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Asset manager Indicators published Details

AGICAM Companies' carbon intensity
Carbon intensity is CO2 emissions divided by the company's 

output. The indicator shows the company's positioning compared 

to its sector average

Allianz GI Greenhouse gas emissions In tonnes per mill ion euros of revenues

BNP Paribas AM CO2 emissions In tonnes per mill ion euros of revenues

Groupe OFI Carbon impact In tonnes per bill ion euros of revenues

La Banque Postale AM Companies' carbon intensity In tonnes per mill ion euros of revenues

La Financière Responsable Energy consumption In MWh equivalent

La Financière Responsable Greenhouse gas emissions In tonnes

La Financière Responsable Companies with relevant eco-design approach % of companies

Pictet AM Water discharge Total fresh water withdrawal in cubic meters

Pictet AM CO2 emissions Total CO2 and CO2 equivalents emissions in tonnes

Pictet AM Environnemental fines
All real or estimated penalties, fines from lost court cases, 

settlements or cases not yet settled regarding environmental 

controversies (in euros)

Pictet AM Material Total amount of material used in a year in tonnes

Asset manager Indicators published Details

AGICAM Global Compact
% of signatory companies or subsidiaries to the UN Global 

Compact

AGICAM Women on the boards Number of female board members

AGICAM Executive compensation linked to ESG performance
% of companies that submit executive compensation to ESG 

performance criteria

BNP Paribas AM Boards and supervisory boards independence

La Banque Postale AM Global Compact Signatory % of signatory companies to the UN Global Compact

La Financière Responsable
Separation of the Chairman and Chief Executive 

Officer roles

Pictet AM Global Compact Signatory % of signatory companies to the UN Global Compact

Pictet AM Litigation expenses
Total of all  l itigation expenses incurred as reported by the 

company (en euros)

Pictet AM Say on Pay
% of companies which shareholders have the right to vote on 

executive compensation

Pictet AM Top management compensation Total compensation paid to all  senior executives (in euros)
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Social 
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A lack of reliable, consolidated, harmonised data  

 Data providers 

To build performance indicators, asset management companies mainly use service providers that 

compile and supply the data published by companies to their clients. Specialised rating agencies are 

rarely used to construct these indicators. The information provided by the agencies are mainly 

analyses of issuers that may include various data published by the companies themselves but that 

are less detailed than the data from raw data providers. 

In the financial world, the main two raw data providers are Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters, which 

now offer their clients ESG data services. Bloomberg launched its ESG data service in 2009, and in 

November of the same year Thomson Reuters acquired the ESG database built by ASSET4. Factset 

supplies GHG emissions through a partnership with Trucost (see inset p.22). Their services are used 

by five of the seven asset management companies that publish ESG indicators. 

Those service providers offer financial and non-financial data on the same interface. Bloomberg says 

it provides analysts and asset managers with up to 300 ESG indicators. The number of companies 

covered ranges from 10,000 companies for governance to 4,500 for environmental and social 

indicators. In January 2012, ASSET4 said it provided 280 ESG indicators for more than 3,800 

companies. Those two suppliers track precise, varied indicators, ranging from various GHG emissions, 

such as NOx, to the number of ISO 14001 certified sites, via the percentage of unionised employees.  

However, despite major human and financial resources, the rate of availability of indicators, i.e. the 

number of companies for which the same indicator is available and useable, is still often low or 

unreliable, reflecting the limitations of data published by companies.  

 Limitations of data published by companies  

Scope 

While the financial performance of a fund is based on certified, standard, regular data, the relevance 

of a measurement of the non-financial performance of a fund is strongly conditioned by the quality 

of the data published by the companies. Those data are still unregulated, their publication rarely 

compulsory, and there are few rules or any consensus on harmonisation. When ESG data are 

published, they are often incomplete, covering only some of the operations or geographical regions 

where a company operates, which makes them hard to compare. A company that includes suppliers 

in its health and safety performance is not comparable with a company that does not.  

So that the indicator of workforce change actually does measure performance in terms of job 

creation and not a reporting figure about the change in employee numbers, it must be measured on 

a constant scope basis from one year to the next. A change in workforce resulting from a merger, 

transfer or acquisition does not reflect job creation or destruction. Since that information is rarely 

communicated in such detail by companies, it may be necessary for a manager wishing to implement 

such an indicator to construct that datum. 

One technique is to identify the biggest changes because it is rare for a company to create or destroy 

a large number of jobs in a single year. BNP Paribas AM, for example, excludes from the construction 

of the indicator issuers whose workforces have changed by more than 30% in a single year. Other 
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operators calculate that indicator over several years in order to smooth exceptional changes. For 

example, Allianz GI excludes all values for which the absolute change in employee numbers is higher 

than 50% over two years. La Banque Postale AM attempts to correct the biggest changes manually to 

avoid incorporating figures resulting from major mergers or acquisitions. However, the use of 

thresholds can undermine the relevance of the indicator, since an increase in the workforce of less 

than 30% is not necessarily the result of organic growth. 

Another example is the indicator of independence of the board of directors or the supervisory board. 

First, a definition of what constitutes an independent director is needed, because the definition of 

independence is not harmonised and can vary between companies, good governance codes and legal 

definitions. For example, the maximum term for directors beyond which they cannot be considered 

independent is 12 consecutive years on the board at some companies, but 14 or 16 years at others. 

Next the overall level of independence of the board needs to be specified, as it may be assessed 

differently depending on the country. Indeed, national legislations may require different percentages 

of employee representatives on the board, who are by nature not independent. For example, in 

Germany, which requires employee representatives on boards, a rate of 33% of independent 

directors is a respectable level of independence, which would not be the case for other countries 

such as France. To overcome that difficulty, BNP Paribas AM, for example, calculates a benchmark for 

that indicator on the basis of the countries in the portfolio. 

The case of GHG emissions 

Obtaining reliable, consolidated data on GHG emissions is not easy, but various initiatives make it 

possible to obtain more complete data for other indicators.  

Regarding the harmonisation of the scope of GHG emissions, the GHG Protocol, a multilateral 

partnership of businesses, NGOs and governments, has established a basis for quantifying and 

reporting GHG, which is divided into three scopes: 

 Direct GHG emissions (scope 1): emissions emanating from sources that belong to or are 

controlled by the company, such as emissions from factory smokestacks, industrial 

processes, vehicles owned or managed by the company. 

 Indirect GHG emissions (scope 2): GHG emissions resulting from the import or export of 

electricity, heat or steam. 

 Other indirect GHG emissions (scope 3): other indirect emissions resulting from the 

company’s operations but that come from sources owned or controlled by another company, 

such as transport of goods, equipment or waste, outsourced operations, life cycle emissions 

of products and services, employee travel from home to work, production of imported 

materials, etc. 

Companies generally publish their direct and indirect GHG emissions (scopes 1 and 2). Only some 

companies disclose their other indirect emissions (scope 3), and when they do so, it is usually only a 

part of those emissions. In some business sectors, however, the scope of emissions taken into 

account strongly influences the total emissions calculated for a company. In the automotive sector 

for example, some scope 3 emissions, which notably covers GHG emissions generated by vehicle use, 

account for a large percentage of carmakers’ total emissions (see chart below). 
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Breakdown of GHG emissions by automotive manufacturers by scope  
Source: Carbon Disclosure Project 

 

Since the availability of data can vary immensely depending on the scope, asset management 

companies sometimes choose a restricted scope to construct the indicator. Allianz GI for example 

chose to limit itself to direct and indirect GHG emissions (scope 1 & 2), “due to the unavailability of 

scope 3 emissions in order to avoid introducing into our non-financial reporting data estimated by in-

house calculation methods”.  
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In order to bridge those gaps, some data suppliers, particularly Trucost (see inset) and Southpole, 

have developed modelling techniques to estimate the data not disclosed by companies, and to 

provide their clients with comparable GHG emissions data. 

 

Time lag 

An additional limitation on the construction of indicators to measure funds’ ESG performance is the 

time it takes to publish ESG data. The delay is due to the companies themselves. Usually published in 

the sustainable development report or the annual report, data for most companies are available 

between March and May and date from 31 December of the previous year. On top of this, there is 

the time it takes external providers to update their databases, then the time it takes asset managers 

to aggregate them for their portfolios. Consequently, the delay is at least a year between the data 

published by companies and the measurement of a fund’s non-financial performance. At the 

beginning of 2013, two management firms out of seven proposed ESG data based on 2010 data. 

 Investors’ responses 

Given the lack of reliable, harmonised data, the responses of asset management companies vary. 

Some investors choose their indicators according to the data they consider to be the most reliable 

and harmonised. La Banque Postale AM, for example, does not publish indicators if less than 80% of 

the data come from data providers, as it considers that below that threshold, a performance 

indicator would not be reliable. 

Préfon does not use the job creation indicator because it does not consider the data on workforce 

change to be reliable enough. Instead, Préfon chose to publish the percentage of its funds invested in 

small and mid caps, on the assumption that those companies create more jobs than large one. Pictet 

AM, which uses two different data providers for its SRI management (Inrate) and reporting (ASSET4) 

to support its approach, was confronted with the same problem. Pictet AM therefore chose to 

Trucost’s modelling of ESG data 

Six main indicators are monitored by Trucost, one of the first agencies to position itself on the 

supply of environmental data on companies for investors: GHG emissions, waste (recycled, 

incinerated or sent to landfill), water use, air pollutant emissions, soil pollutant emissions and 

lastly an indicator of the use of natural resources. 

For example, regarding GHG emissions, Trucost estimates direct and indirect emissions (in tonnes 

of CO2-e) for each sector and for the operations of the company analysed (per million dollars in 

revenues). Trucost thus fills in gaps in companies’ environmental reporting. 

Trucost developed this model to calculate 700 aggregated environmental impacts of more than 

4,500 of the largest companies in the world (which is 93% of listed companies by global market 

capitalisation). Around 100 companies are covered in France, where around 60% of the 

companies tracked by Trucost publish their direct CO2 emissions. 
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measure announcements of redundancies, which enables it to identify the companies that destroy 

the least jobs. 

The second solution is to obtain the data directly from companies. La Financière Responsable 

compiles company data for the 48 indicators of its “eco-social footprint”. Every year La Financière 

Responsable sends a pre-completed questionnaire to companies with all the non-financial data 

necessary to construct its indicators. The process takes a long time, but the data obtained are 

harmonised and comparable. 

The lack of data is even more blatant for small and mid caps. During its last “small and mid cap 

equities” SRI tender, FRR chose to stress a body of key indicators, the data for which will be collected 

by the managers from companies. Subsequently, improvement targets for those indicators will be 

determined and monitored by the managers for each invested company. That paves the way for 

monitoring the progress made by companies and the performance of the different management 

mandates. 

Mirova, the responsible investment arm of Natixis AM, does not even propose ESG indicators owing 

to the difficulty of obtaining reliable, harmonised, sustainable data. According to Hervé Guez, head of 

SRI research, ESG indicators “may be irrelevant, or even confusing”. The reports on their SRI funds 

are based on aggregated ratings. 
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III. 

Defining an ESG performance indicator 

Novethic’s interviews of asset owners and asset management firms reveal a lack of consensus on the 

definition of an ESG performance indicator for funds. Novethic has identified three important 

parameters inherent in ESG indicators, which form the basis of the definition proposed here. 

Measuring fund performance 
Whereas an ESG criterion can be used to evaluate the non-financial performance of a company, an 

ESG indicator relates to the performance of a fund. It is an aggregation of the data obtained on a 

specific ESG criterion at the level of a fund. The calculation must enable investors to assess and 

monitor the indirect ESG impacts of their assets over time. 

Not all the ESG indicators presented in this study fit that definition. Even the most sophisticated, 

such as those developed by La Financière Responsable, do not describe the non-financial 

performance of the funds but provide an aggregated evaluation of the invested companies on a few 

non-financial evaluation criteria. As part of its “eco-social footprint”, La Financière Responsable 

publishes about ten indicators, such as employee turnover, frequency of workplace accidents and 

energy consumption. The indicators do not take into account the weighting of the securities in the 

portfolio but seek, on the contrary, to “neutralise” the impact of a change in the composition of the 

portfolio. 

Measuring an impact 
An ESG indicator is concentrated on the “real” or tangible impacts of the invested companies on their 

environment and stakeholders. Whether direct or indirect, those impacts should be measured in a 

way that is shared by all and therefore comparable from one company to another. In contrast to the 

way non-financial evaluation is conducted, an ESG indicator does not measure the policies 

implemented by companies but focuses on their results. 

Non-financial reporting often combines ESG criteria used to analyse or select companies 

indiscriminately with ESG performance indicators. Indicators that show different things – such as the 

number of signatories of the United Nations Global Compact in the portfolio, and their GHG 

emissions – are often put on a par. But, whereas the Global Compact represents a commitment by 

the invested companies, GHG emissions are an impact of their business, which partly results from 

their environmental management decisions. The same applies to reports that present the breakdown 

of the portfolio by “sustainable” economic sectors or companies’ policy uptake, which do not reflect 

their actual ESG impacts. 

Indicators versus ratings 
It is also important to distinguish between an ESG indicator, which is an “absolute” or “raw” datum, 

and an ESG rating, which is an assessment or analysis. 
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The available data do not permit an assessment of the 
company’s performance 
 
The intensity of carbon emissions is considerably 
higher than the sector average 
 
The intensity of carbon emissions is higher than the 
sector average 
 
The intensity of carbon emissions is in line with the 
sector average 
 
The intensity of carbon emissions is lower than the 
sector average 
 
The intensity of carbon emissions is considerably lower 
than the sector average 

French asset management firm AGICAM publishes the carbon-intensity of the invested companies in 

its report on several SRI funds. The report is about the funds, since the data for each company is 

weighted according to its share in the portfolio. It also assesses a real impact of the invested 

companies’ business, i.e. carbon emissions. However, for a lack of data, AGICAM opted for a rating 

scale, which compares the GHG emissions of the companies in the portfolio to the average in their 

business sectors, rather than the absolute value of the emissions (in tonnes of GHG, for example). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Novethic’s definition 

Novethic’s definition of an ESG indicator, below, will be used as a benchmark to discuss ESG indicators 

in Part IV of this study. 

 

 

Extract from the AG2R LA MONDIALE Actions ISR report, 28 September 2012 

ESG indicators are a measurement of the real impacts of companies in the portfolio on their 

environment and their stakeholders, proportional to the amount invested. They are a quantitative 

measurement, in a tangible unit (tonnes of GHG, number of jobs, etc.), conducted ex-post on the 

basis of data published by the companies or estimated when such data are unavailable. 
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Portfolio (2012) Portfolio (2011) Benchmark (2012) Benchmark (2011) 

Total direct and indirect CO2 emissions and equivalent emissions (in tonnes), compared with 2011 
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IV. 

Extracts from non-financial reports published 

by asset management firms 

GHG Emissions 

The following charts are included to illustrate this study and are not intended to be compared with 

each other, since each asset management firm uses a different methodology. 

Pictet Asset Management  
Pictet – European Sustainable Equities 
Report of 31 May 2012 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
BNP Paribas Asset Management  
Parvest Sustainable Equity Europe 
Report of 28 September 2012 

  
2 .  C O 2  e m i s s i o n s  (

3
)  

Climate change mitigation requires carbon-intensive companies to make a 

continuous effort to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. Parvest 

Sustainable Equity Europe invests in companies that emit 34% more on 

average than their competitors in the MSCI Europe, i.e. 1,087 tonnes versus 

811 tonnes of CO2 per million euros in revenues 
(3).

 

The introduction of HeidelbergCement AG (4,219 tCO2/€ m) during the quarter 

explains the increase in the portfolio's CO2 emissions relative to the benchmark 

index. 

In the automotive sector, the portfolio's good relative performance (136gCO2/km 

versus 161gCO2/km for the index) can be ascribed to the fact that Porsche 

Automobile Holding SE is absent from the portfolio.(
4
) 

Sources: BNP Paribas Asset Management. Trucost, Cheuvreux 

3. In accordance with the methodology established by the Scientific Committee of the Euronext Low Carbon 100 index (www.euronext.com), 

emissions are expressed in tonnes of CO2 per million euros in revenues. For the automotive sector, the calculation is based on the weighted 

average of emissions from new vehicles expressed in gCOlkm. 

4. In order to provide a comparable basis, the index average is calculated on the basis of the carbon-intensive sectors in the portfolio, whose 

average emissions are above  400tCO/million € (e.g. electricity utilities, commodities, construction materials). 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.euronext.com/
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 Allianz Global Investors  
Allianz Valeurs Durables 
Report of 30 September 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

La Banque Postale Asset Management 
LBPAM Responsable Actions Euro 
Report of 30 September 2012 

 
 
  

* 

*Benchmark index: EURO STOXX 

GHG emissions per EUR million in sales 

in 2010 

Environmental aspect: 

Indicator: GHG emissions 

Unit: Unit intensity of GHG emissions (tonnes of CO2 

equivalent) per EUR million in sales 

Portfolio: Value-weighted 

Scope: direct and indirect emissions across the 

consolidation (scope 1, 2) 

=> Below-benchmark GHG emission intensity, 

reflecting better control over the carbon footprint 
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Source: Allianz Global Investors — September 2011 — The DJ Eurostoxx 
50 is not the fund benchmark 
 
This performance was calculated for: 

 Allianz Valeurs Durables: 86.54% of the fund's capitalisation and 
89,14 % of the portfolio companies 

 DJ Eurostoxx 50: 84.96% of the fund's capitalisation and 84% of the 
portfolio companies. 

 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance 

 Climate change is a major environmental 
concern 

 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the 
main factor behind climate change. 

 Companies have to curb GHG emissions.  

At 30 September 2012 

LBPAM Responsable 

Actions Euro beats 

the benchmark for 

non-financial 

performance: 

12% less carbon 

intensity 

Carbon intensity 

Calculation method 

GHG emissions in 2011 (if 

available) divided by sales in 

2011 (or 2010 if 2011 data 

unavailable) 

Sources: Factset, TruCost, LBPAM. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and is not observed over time. The value of 
investments can fall as well as rise. 
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Workforce change 

The following charts are included to illustrate this study and are not intended to be compared with 

each other, since each asset management firm uses a different methodology.  

 

La Banque Postale Asset Management 
LBPAM Responsable Actions Euro 
Report of 30 September 2012 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Macif Gestion (Groupe OFI) 
Macif Croissance Durable et Solidaire  
Report of 30 June 2012 

 

 

  

*Benchmark index: EURO STOXX 
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) Workforce change 

Calculation method: 

(number of employees at end-2011 if available 

minus average number of employees for the 

2006-2011 period divided by average number of 

employees over the 2006-2011 period Portfolio 

WORKFORCE CHANGE 

 

Analysis of workforce change: 

Like last year and in order to assess the growth of the 

MACIF Croissance Durable et Solidaire (MCDS) fund, 

MACIF Gestion analysed the change in the workforce of the 

companies in which it invests in order to find out its social 

impact. To put the data into perspective, a similar analysis 

was conducted for its benchmark index, the Eurostoxx 50 

(market index comprising the 50 largest market 

capitalisations in the eurozone). The study of the social 

impact concerned the period 2006/2011. 

 

Social impact of the MCDS fund: 

Over the 2009/2011 period, the workforce of the companies 

in the MCDS fund increased by 3.66%. The increase was 

2.15% for the Euro Stoxx 50. For the sake of comparison, 

the chart opposite shows the data from the previous period. 
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Social aspect 

Indicator: net job creation 

Unit of measurement: rate of change in numbers of 

full time equivalent jobs over the past two years  

Fund: Weighted by value 

Scope: same as the accounting consolidation  

=> A job creation rate significantly higher than the 

benchmark indices 

Source: Allianz Global Investors – September 2011 – the DJ 
Eurostoxx 50 is not the fund’s benchmark 
 
This performance was calculated for: 

 Allianz Valeurs Durables: 100% of the portfolio companies 
and the fund's capitalisation 

 Euro Stoxx 50: 100% of the fund's capitalisation 

 MSCI EMU: 98.61% of the fund's capitalisation. 
 

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance 
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Net job creation 2008-2010 

Job creation: 
indicator of the companies’ social contribution to 
society 

Allianz Global Investors 
Allianz Valeurs Durables 
Report of 30 September 2011 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pictet Asset Management 
Pictet – European Sustainable Equities 

Report of 31 May 2012 

 
 

  

- MSCI Europe 

Announcements of redundancies 

Total number of redundancies announced by the company divided by the total number of employees  

FUND 
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Governance 

The following charts are included to illustrate this study and are not intended to be compared with 

each other, since each asset management firm uses a different methodology. 

 
BNP Paribas Asset Management 
Parvest Sustainable Equity Europe 
Report of 28 September 2012 

 

Pictet Asset Management  

Pictet – European Sustainable Equities 
Report of 31 May 2012 

 

- MSCI Europe 
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Sources: BNP Paribas Asset Management, GMI 

4. Independence of boards of directors and 

supervisory boards (1) 

For the purposes of good corporate governance, companies 

should have enough directors who are independent of senior 

management and leading shareholders. This enables boards 

to take an objective look at the strategy and performances of 

the company and its executive directors. 

The average degree of independence on the boards of 

portfolio companies is 58%, lower than for the MSCI Europe 

companies. This is due to the overweighting of companies 

with low board independence, e.g. Intesa Sanpaolo SpA 

(21%). 

(1) Board independence is calculated from self-reported data compiled by GMI. The ratio of independent directors depends heavily on national regulations, 
which may require differing percentages of employee representatives. To provide a basis for comparison, the index mean is cal culated based on the countries 
in the portfolio. 

PORTFOLIO 

*Source: Pictet Asset Management, based on ESG data from Thomson Reuters (Asset4).  

Total remuneration of senior executives (in EUR) 

Executive pay 
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La Financière Responsable 
LFR Euro Développement Durable 
Report of end-February 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGICAM 
AG2R La Mondiale Actions ISR 

Report of 27 September 2012 

 
 

Separation of the offices of Chairman and CEO, in 2009 and 2010 

(as a % of the number of companies) 

Only LFR EDD shows an increase in this practice 

The separation of powers is recommended by the OECD's 

Principles of Corporate Governance 

WOMEN ON BOARDS OF DIRECTORS 

According to the informations 

published, there are no women on 

the board 

 
 

There are no women on the board 

 
There is 1 woman on the board 
 

There are 2 women on the board 

 
There are at least 3 women on the 

board 
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V. 

ESG performance indicators? 

SRI funds’ relative performance 

Comparison with a benchmark index 

Asset management firms compare the ESG indicators of their funds with those of a benchmark index, 

on the same model as financial performance. The benchmark indices used represent the fund’s 

investment universe before ESG screening, i.e. a non-SRI universe. A comparison can show the 

benefit of SRI processes and offers subscribers clearer indicators. 

All the funds inventoried are compared with the index, which also serves as a benchmark for 

measuring their financial performance, even if the available data may not be sufficient. For that 

reason Allianz GI chose not to compare the environmental performance of its fund, Allianz Valeurs 

Durables, with the MSCI EMU for which it had only 40% of the data on GHG emissions, but with the 

DJ EURO STOXX, for which 85% of the data were available. 

Six of the seven asset management firms publishing ESG indicators posted a better ESG performance 

than their benchmarks. The seven funds publishing GHG emissions per million euros in revenues 

outperformed their benchmarks by an average 230 tonnes of GHG per million euros in revenues. 

Only BNP Paribas AM posted lower performances for several SRI funds at end-September 2012; the 

GHG emissions of four funds were higher than their benchmarks (an average 260 tonnes per million 

euros in revenues). 

Overall, however, this calculation method enables SRI managers to show that the ESG impacts of 

their funds are lower than those of their benchmark indices. 

Trend over time 

Since 2011, the “ESG Indicators”award associated with Novethic’s SRI Label has been awarded for 

the publication of indicators over at least two years. It is therefore possible to assess the trends in 

ESG indicators over time. 

Here again, the indicators published do not always show a positive trend over time, especially when 

performance is evaluated quarterly. Yet few reports offer a longer history of indicators. 
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The impossibility of comparing funds  
The publication of ESG indicators should make it possible to compare the ESG performance of several 

portfolios. Novethic has attempted to compare funds invested in similar geographical regions by 

publishing their GHG emissions in the same unit, tonnes per million euros of revenues. The chart 

below presents the GHG emissions from the most recent reports of the eight funds inventoried. It 

emerges clearly that carbon intensity varies strongly from one fund to the next – from 257 tonnes of 

GHG per million euros in revenues for Allianz Valeurs Durables to 1,124 tonnes for BNP Paribas Euro 

Valeurs Durables. However, a comparison is hampered by the fact that this divergence conceals 

important differences in scope and methodology.  

 

Divergent results that conceal a diversity of scopes  

and methodologies  

 

Since there is no standardisation of the data taken into account (source, scope, etc.), it is difficult to 

compare the ESG performance of the funds in order to evaluate the impact of SRI. 

  

GHG emissions in tonnes per million euros in revenues 

European 

equities 

Eurozone 

equities 

European 

equities 
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Limitations of indicators 
Besides the impossibility of comparing portfolios, the methodology used to calculate the current 

indicators means they do not represent the real “ESG footprint” of an investment. 

Best-in-class indicators 

Best-in-class, which selects the best-performing companies on ESG criteria in each business sector, is 

the most common SRI approach in France, including for funds that have ESG indicators. 

To highlight the “best-in-class effect”, two asset management firms, BNP Paribas AM and La Banque 

Postale AM, opted for a calculation method that is applied differently to the fund and to the 

benchmark index. The GHG emissions of each company are not weighted according to their weight in 

the index. BNP Paribas AM and La Banque Postale AM take the average GHG emissions in each 

business sector and apply the fund’s sector breakdown to the benchmark index. BNP Paribas AM says 

this is intended “to reflect divergences related to stock selection and neutralise sector divergences 

that are not determined by non-financial criteria”. 

The methodology shows that the best-in-class selection does result in investing in companies whose 

ESG performance is higher than the average for their sector. However, it eludes the issue of the 

sector allocation, which has a considerable impact on GHG emissions, job creation, etc. 

Taking into account both the effect of the ESG 

selection of the stocks and the sector allocation 

effect is essential to measure the real carbon 

footprint of a fund. 

We found only one example of a report that 

shows the overall result of management. It is the 

report by Henderson Industries of the Future, 

which was absorbed by Henderson Global Care 

Growth in 2012. 

In 2005, UK-based asset management firm 

Henderson Global Investors commissioned 

Trucost to perform an initial fund “carbon audit”4 

which was repeated for several years. The audit 

showed the best-in-class selection effect of the 

portfolio’s sector allocation in each business 

sector (see chart opposite). It thus revealed the 

impact of a best-in-class selection in carbon-

intensive sectors.  

                                                           
4
How Green is My Portfolio? A carbon audit of the Henderson Global Care Income Fund, 2005, 

www.trucost.com 

Extract from the carbon audit of Henderson 

Industries of the Future, 2008 

http://www.trucost.com/
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No measurement of “absolute performance” 

ESG indicators as they are currently calculated reveal the difference between a fund and its 

benchmark index but do not show the indirect ESG impacts of an investment. 

Indeed, most ESG indicators are calculated relative to the weight of the companies in the portfolio. 

For example, for CO2 emissions, the calculation is as follows: 

Carbon intensity = 
Company’s CO2 emissions x weight of the company in the fund 

With this formula, the carbon emissions of a fund will be the same as its assets under management, 

i.e. €100 million or €1 billion. The methodology makes it possible to compare a fund to a non-SRI 

benchmark index and to show a difference, but not to evaluate the volume of CO2 emitted per euro 

invested. 

Furthermore, most of the indicators are related to the revenues of the invested companies, which 

does not make it possible to appreciate the overall trend in CO2 emissions. Some asset managers, 

such as Pictet AM, have chosen to present the total GHG emissions of the fund and not to relate 

them to invested company’s revenues. Pictet-European Sustainable Equities thus emits over 8,000 

tonnes of GHG less than the MSCI Europe. But again this is an average weighted according to the 

weight of the companies in the portfolio. 

Only the measurement performed by Trucost for Henderson measured the real “carbon footprint” of 

the fund, in tonnes of GHG per million pounds sterling invested. Trucost used the following formula: 

Carbon intensity = 
Company’s CO2 emissions x percentage of company’s capital owned by the fund  

 

The most recent report showed that in 

2008, the fund emitted 458 tonnes of 

GHG per million pounds sterling 

invested, compared with 760 tonnes for 

the MSCI World Index. 

Extract from the carbon audit of Henderson 

Industries of the Future, 2008 
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VI. 

Towards a new type of asset allocation? 

Using ESG indicators to monitor funds  
Aside from the availability of data, ESG indicators are not developing because they are not 

considered as SRI management tools. Asset management firms generally use multiple ESG criteria to 

assess the non-financial performance of the companies and to select them for their funds. Even if an 

issuer has higher GHG emissions than the sector average, this may be offset by a positive 

performance on other environmental criteria that are considered more important. 

In the report on its AG2R La Mondiale Actions ISR, AGICAM explains the fund’s carbon-intensity 

under-performance relative to the benchmark: “Carbon intensity is a secondary criterion for sectors 

strongly represented in the portfolio, such as banking and insurance.”  

That difference between the ESG selection criteria of companies and the non-financial performance 

indicators of a fund could explain why only a few SRI managers practising best-in-class publish them. 

There is a real risk of reporting an under-performance on specific ESG criteria even though average 

overall non-financial performance based on multiple criteria is good. 

La Banque Postale AM is practically an exception among SRI managers because it excludes at the 

outset the worst-performing companies on the two ESG indicators presented: carbon intensity and 

job creation. That filter enables it to ensure that the portfolio outperforms the benchmark on those 

indicators. 

Pictet AM has adopted a similar approach since its ESG selection of securities is based on two ratings. 

The first is based on a traditional multi-criteria ESG analysis, while the second, dubbed “IMPACT”, 

focuses on two criteria – carbon footprint and job creation. Companies rated C or B- for those 

criteria, on a scale of A+, A-, B+, B-, C, are excluded from the investment universe. 

This does not mean that a company’s environmental responsibility is limited to its GHG emissions or 

that director independence provides a full picture of its governance. Similarly, a fund’s return alone is 

not enough and should always be considered in the light of other criteria such as risk or liquidity. 

While not the only objective of responsible investing, finding agreed quantitative indicators, common 

to all investors that could be used to measure the contribution of an SRI fund in terms of real ESG 

impacts would make SRI funds clearer to investors. 
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From stock selection to overall allocation 
Measuring the ESG performance of portfolios also raises the issue of sector allocation. Indeed, since 

a company’s ESG impacts are strongly influenced by the kind of business it engages in, the ESG 

performance of a fund is also influenced by its ability to direct its investments towards sectors with 

low negative or even positive ESG impacts. 

That is especially true of GHG emissions, whose volume in a fund is heavily dependent on how much 

of the fund is allocated to carbon-intensive sectors, such as mining, oil and gas, or power generation. 

The way best-in-class SRI funds are constructed today seeks to encourage the best companies in 

terms of sustainable development in all business sectors. That SRI approach has the advantage of not 

generating any sector bias on non-financial considerations. It makes it possible to maintain a sector 

allocation close to that of the major market indices used to calculate funds’ financial performance. 

Those indices are not intended to promote a lower-carbon or greener economy. The few indices 

positioned on the environment theme (Low Carbon 100 Europe Index, FTSE4Good Environmental 

Leaders Europe 40 Index, etc.) are based on the same best-in-class logic. They select the best 

companies in each sector. So far they have not been used as a benchmark by responsible investors, 

nor been approved by environmental NGOs. Their relevance is in question. 

However, the idea of adopting a deliberately carbon-intensive investment strategy could be 

beneficial in both environmental and economic terms. But setting up an investment strategy that 

incorporates climate change mitigation assumes that it is possible to measure the GHG emissions of 

the investments. Several initiatives intend to achieve this, by encouraging retail and institutional 

investors to invest in “lower-carbon” products. 

Directing investment to “low-carbon” assets  

In 2007, an initiative launched by French retail bank Caisse d’Épargne with a panel of environmental 

NGOs and support from ADEME, France’s government environmental agency, attempted to measure 

the non-financial performance of funds based on tangible criteria. Dubbed “Bénéfices Futur”, the 

programme sought to measure and compare the performance of financial products (investment 

funds, savings account, life insurance, etc.) on three criteria: financial risk (Safety criterion), 

integration of social and environmental criteria in asset management (Responsibility criterion) and 

the climate impact of the businesses (Climate criterion) in terms of GHG emissions. Discontinued by 

Caisse d’Épargne in 2010 without ever having reached the critical mass its promoters had hoped 

because it was not taken up by a single other bank, the initiative may enjoy a second wind yet. 

In late 2012, one of its promoters, Stanislas Dupré, launched an association called 2° Investing 

Initiative in Paris. The grouping seeks to measure the contribution of an investment of any kind to 

financing the energy transition. The aim of the project is to contribute to limiting global warming to 

two degrees by developing dedicated financial products. Stanislas Dupré stresses the power of the 

financial sector in climate change mitigation and financing the energy transition. 
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INTERVIEW WITH STANISLAS DUPRÉ, 
FOUNDER OF 2° INVESTING INITIATIVE 

How does 2° Investing work? 

2° Investing Initiative is a public-interest association that groups financial institutions, 
governments, research institutes and NGOs. The association aims to encourage 
investors to direct their capital towards financing the energy transition, particularly by 
creating an indicator to measure that dimension. We see ourselves as a think tank 
rather than as a lobby group. We want to contribute to and raise the level of the 
debate. Our members represent a diverse range of interests. 

What are your medium-term aims and how do you intend to reach them? 

Our aim is to see our ideas incorporated into the practices of the financial sector and 
regulation in the next five to seven years. To make that happen, we are working in two 
areas: 
- Publishing studies and organising conferences: after an initial study on what "2°" 
financial regulation would look like, published in December 2012, we are working on a 
second study that looks at how to shift from current methods of calculating the carbon 
impact of funds to a real indicator of the contribution to financing the energy transition 
that can be compared with the targets of a climate scenario. 
- We will extend it with a research programme, to develop and test a “climate 
performance” indicator. 

What is needed to measure the climate impact of financial products? 

Two types of information are needed to measure climate performance. We need data 
from climate scenarios to set targets: the International Energy Agency produces this 
kind of data on the need for investment in each type of technology, which could be 
adapted within a few months. Data on issuers are also essential, to compare their 
investments with the targets. It would be long and costly to collect that data, but if a 
specialist such as Bloomberg decided to get involved, that could accelerate the process. 
Disclosure requirements could be implemented in a year or two. Incentives, such as tax 
breaks, would also need to be introduced on the basis of that indicator. Given the time 
it takes to implement new regulations, methodology is not what is holding us back. 
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Impact investing 

Beyond a selection of issuers with low negative ESG impacts, generating a measurable positive 

impact through specific investments is becoming an attractive strategy. “Impact investing” is thus 

becoming an asset allocation segment in its own right. Impact investments are defined as 

investments made with the intention of generating a measurable social and environmental positive 

impact, as well as a financial return. 

Although not a new practice, the definition of impact investing, known as finance solidaire in France, 

is still fuzzy. The growth of these products, which set the non-financial impact of the investment as a 

target, is nonetheless evidence of a trend. Moreover, the ability of the promoters of impact investing 

to demonstrate the ESG impact of the investments could spur an improvement in the measurement 

of non-financial performance. 

Green bonds 

Targeted green investing and related reporting are also the aim of products such as climate bonds, 

green bonds and SRI bonds issued by local governments. These new bond issues are attracting 

responsible investors who have signed the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). They offer 

clear advantages because they finance specific projects (adapting infrastructure to climate change, 

upgrading energy efficiency of schools, etc.) and generally include a reporting requirement on their 

environmental and social dimensions. Asset owners like to be able to post their contribution to 

targets of this kind. That explains the success of these bonds, which currently represent assets under 

management of €2.7 billion for the World Bank. 

Similarly, major institutions such as the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the International 

Finance Corporation (World Bank Group) are working actively to set up ESG indicators to 

demonstrate the contribution of their financing. The EIB links its loans to hundreds of economic and 

non-financial criteria. When the loans are aggregated, the bank can report for example that 5% of 

Europeans use public transport that the EIB has helped finance. Previously, the EIB used a multi-

criteria reporting system on the integration of ESG criteria but did not find it clear enough. It has 

therefore mandated a new provider to develop a reporting model focused on specific targets. 

While responsible investing has until now focused on the process more than on its non-financial 

result, it may be forced to change by competition from new products of this type. 
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Conclusion 

Measuring performance is a fundamental aspect of financial management. However, this study 

shows that the evaluation of the non-financial performance of ESG integration is still at an early 

stage. There is a long way to go yet before we reach a methodological consensus that would make 

measurement more objective and enable SRI funds to be compared on this criterion. 

The few operators that have attempted to quantify it through simple, tangible indicators still face 

considerable methodological hurdles. Whether a lack of consolidated data from companies, even on 

basic indicators such as job creation and GHG emissions, or whether the way those measurements 

are aggregated at fund level, the results are hard to compare from one fund to the next. At this 

stage, many promoters of responsible investment prefer to stick with qualitative ESG reports or 

present multi-criteria quantitative indicators even if these are not very indicative. 

Interviews with asset owners nevertheless reveal a real need for clear, comparable ESG 

measurement indicators that can be communicated to their stakeholders: ministries, beneficiaries 

and, more broadly, the general public. Furthermore, although SRI is not well known by retail 

investors, it is becoming more visible in the media. But SRI will only become firmly implanted as a 

product in the distribution networks of banks and insurance companies if it can demonstrate its non-

financial performance through ESG indicators. That is the bet that the BNP Paribas Group is making. 

Its asset management arm, BNP Paribas AM, and distribution platform, Cortal Consors, have both 

been working for several years to promote indicators, especially on workforce change and GHG 

emissions, in addition to indicators of financial performance. 

Our expectation for the future is that company reporting on ESG criteria will improve, which will 

make it easier for service providers to aggregate these data and SRI analysts to use them. A 

methodological consensus is also needed to make the funds comparable with each other and to 

improve measurement of the absolute performance of investments in ESG terms. The criteria used 

could become real indicators for managing funds, making it possible to demonstrate the ESG added 

value they offer, in addition to the financial performance investors expect. 

Last, consolidated ESG indicators are crucial for the legitimacy of SRI approaches, which are 

challenged by doubts about their real impact and by the development of alternatives such as impact 

investing and SRI bonds. Objective evidence is now demanded from the SRI sector, which is 

expanding out of its niche. It is a huge challenge but it certainly justifies more resources than those 

allocated to it until now.  
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